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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this chapter is to explore opportunities offered by and issues associated with the use of
emergent semantic technologies in enhancing an enterprise’s business position. These technologies include a foundation level set of standards and descriptive languages supporting interpretive connections
to applications. The chapter is more oriented towards applications and the human side of the human/
machine interface. We draw on both the literature and case material available to us as active practitioners to illustrate benefits realized and potential barriers to the uptake of semantic technologies. Critical
success factors are related to user learning capabilities, the establishment of trust in the technology
and its providers, and factors influencing the nature of potential engagement with users and markets.

INTRODUCTION
The word semantic relates to the meaning of
words, or more broadly to philosophy concerned
with meaning. Meaning can be context-specific.
For example the word ‘field’ can have a variety
of lay-person and professional community meanDOI: 10.4018/978-1-60960-765-4.ch012

ings, depending on the context in which it is used
(e.g. agriculture, sport, or IT usage). The internet
provides a fast communication pathway to large
volumes of information, but it is up to the user
to decide what information is relevant and how it
might be interpreted and used – matters of context.
The concept of a semantic web involves making
this information understandable by computers
(linked via the internet) in a generic way so rel-
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evant data sub-sets can be rapidly found, shared
and combined in an appropriate context.
At a conceptual level, the possibilities offered
by the semantic web are not new – we already
use some relatively simple ideas to access large
amounts of data. Here are some examples.
Consider a street directory where a relatively
small number of icons having specific meanings
are used to map a vast amount of information on
to a grid to form a map. The information can be
presented at higher or lower levels of detail and
when specific instances of an icon or region are
named, they can be linked to a key-word search
facility. Other information such as height contours
can be added to the grid. Google maps provide
an on-line version. Combining machine-readable
versions of the information with satellite navigation data has resulted in a new family of sat-nav
products. Another example - libraries round the
world use a common categorisation system to
help store and find books and articles. One can
search for a book by author, by name, or simply
browse around one part of the library. In a similar
way, Tufts University is using software called
VUE (Visual Understanding Environment) to
map key concepts and linkages between them
to connect with vast amounts of multi-media
data used in teaching (http://vue.tufts.edu/about/
index.cfm). Going in the other direction, social
scientists are using Leximancer software to scan
substantial bodies of text and rapidly consolidate
it into meaningful ‘Themes’, ‘Concepts’ and their
associated relationships (http://leximancer.com).
A common requirement is an ability to navigate a
journey to new places in a complex data environment. Imagine having a “map” of some important
aspect of a business that is easily interpreted and
automatically updated.
Consider the data-bus technology being used
on modern aircraft. A relatively simple but dynamically changing data set managed by on-board
computers is accessed by many functional devices
via a communication system. Redundancy in the
data and the communication pathways plus data
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interrogation by the data bus management system
assure the availability and quality of data. Connected functional devices draw data off the bus
and update some of the data in real time. As long
as the data exchange protocols are honored each
device can be independently changed. Imagine
if, in an analogous way, semantic technologies
could be used to link together disparate data-bases,
and kept up-to-date through RSS feeds uniquely
specified by individual users.
The ability to work with large volumes of data
is becoming increasingly important as enterprises
become more information and knowledge driven.
Current internet search tools use key words to
assemble a sub-set of information that may be
useful in a particular context, but there may still
be a large volume of information to sort through
manually. In addition, the nature of the subset
obtained depends on the search strategy adopted.
In other words, there is know-how associated with
the use of the tool, and we have to think about the
best way to characterize what we are searching for.
Analogous practices have emerged in the world
of semantic technologies.
In this chapter we draw on the functional level
(as compared with foundation level) concepts
behind semantic technologies to frame ways in
which people can beneficially use them without
getting into matters of data interface standards,
particular ontology languages and the like. Our
objective is, through the use of case examples,
to illustrate some of the benefits obtained using
this approach and some of the potential barriers
to utilization of the concept of the semantic web.
As well as considering opportunities associated
with semantic technologies, we also consider some
critical success factors supporting their adoption.
We draw on ideas from the organizational learning,
technology diffusion, and market characterization
literature on the basis that one must firstly understand what is on offer and its significance, then be
able to use it within the enterprise and/or to better
access market opportunities. Our objective is to
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provide insights that will stimulate the informed
utilization of semantic technologies.

BACKGROUND
The World of Knowledge
and Communication
Knowledge, according to Peter Drucker, is “the
basic economic resource - the means of production
… is no longer ‘capital’, nor natural resources …
nor ‘labor’. It is and will be knowledge.” (Drucker
1993).
When humans describe ideas, concepts and
things, they do so using the richness of language
combined with an innate sense of cultural experience and knowledge. This knowledge is built upon
data and information (Davenport and Prusak 1998)
and in order to fully appreciate and understand
knowledge we need to understand the relationship
between the two.
Data may be described as “a discrete set of
objective facts about events, specifically in organisations being structured records of transactions.”
Information is that data which is “contextualised,
categorised, calculated and condensed”. It is about
“informing”, has a sender and a receiver, and is
meant to change the way the receiver perceives
“something” and therefore can have an impact on
judgment and behaviour. (Davenport and Prusak
1998). From data and information can be gleaned
“knowledge” which may be described as “an extension of human experience and values, which
uses these human attributes and contextualised
information to interpret the message and define
decisions and action. It is the capacity to act. It
is dynamic and is constantly being updated and
made obsolete” (Sveiby 1997).

The Impact of Digital Technologies
Digital technologies have radically changed the
way we manage data, information and knowledge.

In work done over the past twenty years Professor Shoshana Zuboff has investigated the impact
of the computer on the workplace (Zuboff 1988;
Zuboff and Maxmin 2002) and identified that
digital technologies change the paradigm within
which humans operate. Being able to capture and
store data in vast quantities does not necessarily
help us make better decisions, and according to
Gartner (Gartner 2009) “through 2012, more than
35 per cent of the top 5,000 global companies
will regularly fail to make insightful decisions
about significant changes in their business and
markets.” Why? Because of the lack of intelligence
which leads to knowledge, and the overwhelm
of the amount of data that is increasingly being
generated (http://news.netcraft.com/archives/
web_server_survey.html, viewed 14th September,
2009).
The challenge is that unless we can actually
harness and understand that data within a context,
we are limited in our ability to fully utilise it, and,
in fact, the “overwhelm” of data can sometimes
be downright disadvantageous (Wurman 2001).
Hence the current focus on “business intelligence”
(Gartner 2009).

The Promise of “Semantic”
Technologies
Semantic technologies have been described as
bringing together technology, politics, psychology
and philosophy (Cregan 2009) because the aim is
to enable humans and machines to inter-operate
more effectively, and for humans to leverage
machine technologies to deal with vast arrays
of complex information and data. The primary
vehicle for doing this is the web-based interface,
but the delivery mechanism will be independent
of particular devices, will be largely mobile, and
will evolve as the ability to visualise data evolves.
The concept of a “universal medium for data,
information and knowledge exchange” was envisaged by Tim Berners-Lee who saw a way that
humans could harness the power of computers
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which would be “capable of analysing all the data
on the Web – the content, links, and transactions
between people and computers … and where the
day-to-day mechanisms of trade, bureaucracy
and our daily lives will be handled by machines
talking to machines.” The main obstacle to this
vision, and to the realisation of the ultimate potential of the Web, is the inability of machines
to make sense of the vast quantities of data that
humans publish, because web pages are designed
to be read by people, not machines, and thus they
rely on the ability of humans to contextualise the
information they present.
The approach of traditional information technologies is to “hard wire” meanings and relationships into data formats; in contcept, the idea of
semantic technologies is to encode relationships
and meanings separately from data and content
files, and separately from the application code
itself (Berners-Lee, Hendler et al. 2001). There are
a range of disciplines which make up “semantic
technologies’ which include natural language processing, discourse analysis and machine learning,
all of which attempt to bring together the human
and machine interface, with the ultimate aim of
enabling machines to make contextual connections around the information that humans publish.
According to The Economist the interest in
and focus on semantic technologies is because
of their promise to bring together the quantitative and qualitative data that now exists within
databases and published on the web, and thus is a
powerful solution to the problem of dealing with
vast quantities of information both in real time
and from multiple sources (Ilube 2009).

to learn more may come from an individual’s
initiative and interest; from some incentive to
consider the idea such as a financial reward or
a pronouncement by a visionary CEO; or as a
matter of survival when competitors or clients
have already embraced the idea or when completely new ways of doing business are sought.
An up-front strategic decision may be taken to
embrace the idea, appreciating that there may be
a lot to learn in implementing it. Two points to be
made here are that having an end-point in mind is
beneficial and that the nature of the starting point
influences the dynamics of the journey. Both of
these matters may require significant changes in
current thinking.

People Learning about New Things
Some literature on adult learning (e.g. Jarvis,
1987), organisational learning (e.g. Senge et al,
1999) and technology diffusion (e.g. Cohen and
Levinthal, 1990) indicates the rejection or ineffective uptake of a new idea may result from:
•

•
•

Extracting Value from
Semantic Technologies
Presented with an opportunity to embrace a new
technology or practice such as e-business, an
enterprise may reject the idea, explore the idea,
embrace the idea and extract value from the idea.
Starting at the opportunity end, the motivation
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•

A poor understanding of the idea – it may
be couched in unfamiliar language or the
relevance of the idea may not be apparent,
for example if the recipient has no prior
knowledge of the concept or technology
on offer
The idea is not seen as something new, or
is considered unlikely to add value
The idea is incompatible with personal or
enterprise values. For example working
over the Internet may be seen as conflicting with an ambition to provide personal
services.
Outcomes from responding to a learning
opportunity may be that:
Non-reflective learning takes place. What
is learned may be stored in memory for potential future use, a current practice may be
incrementally enhanced, or current knowledge or practice may be legitimized
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•

Reflective learning takes place. This may
result in an altered set of values, adoption
of new practices or the verification of some
hypothesis about how things work

Following this logic we can understand some
people issues associated with the diffusion of
semantic technologies.

People Utilising New Ideas
Learning from a new idea is one thing; doing
something with it is another. E-business opportunities may deliver value by enhancing the internal
practices of an enterprise and/or by enhancing
its market engagement. This may be achieved
via new personal or inter-enterprise linkages,
through facilitating market-related activities or
by accessing new resources. An international
group of marketing management researchers,
the IMP group (www.impgroup.org) have found
it convenient to study market dynamics in terms
of the intersecting networks of actors, activities
and resources involved. It has been observed
that each of these three networks do not change
that fast, but changing linkages between actors,
activities and resources can result in apparent rapid
change. In an analogous way, other researchers
have observed that financial transactions, may be
linked to resources, events and agents in a shared
data environment (REA accounting model: McCarthy, 1982) and are using an adaptation of this
idea to develop an enterprise economic ontology
(Geerts and McCarthy, 2000, 2002). In the context
of semantic technologies, we suggest:
•

•

Significant kinds of actors/agents that influence e-business markets are technology
developers, technology users (enterprise,
partners and clients) and regulators
E-business activities and associated events
primarily relate to innovation, marketing/
sales, operations/delivery and life-cycle
support

•

Networks of resources drawn on to support
e-business initiatives are enterprise infrastructure, linking infrastructure and application tools

We will use this networked view of markets
to provide a case study analysis framework. For
example, we have observed differences in language and mental models between technology
developers and technology users that can lead to
dysfunctional actor network operation.
The internal operations of an enterprise can
also be viewed as intersecting networks of actors,
activities and resources, but these are controlled
within the enterprise. E-business involves some
interdependency on external autonomous agents,
and issues of reliability and trust can arise (e.g.
McGuiness et al, 2006). Can an enterprise and a
client trust the linking infrastructure? Can data
obtained from the Internet be confidently used?
Can a client buying a physical product over the
Internet be confident of its delivery and performance? Trust is related to personal belief systems;
it is built over time but may rapidly dissipate
if something goes wrong. In assigning trust, it
is assumed there is a low risk that anticipated
outcomes will not be realized. From this point of
view, trust is a risky business, and in this paper
we will consider matters of potential risk in the
use of semantic technologies as a proxy for trust
to help identify the challenges in embracing those
technologies.
Combining the ideas presented above, we can
start to work backwards from our desired future
state by asking some key questions. How can we
improve our competitiveness through increasing
revenue, reducing costs and/or improving asset
utilization using semantic technologies? What
networks of activities will be involved – innovation, marketing/sales, operations/delivery and/or
life-cycle support? Which technology developers, regulators and users will be involved? What
resource networks will be involved? What risks
are associated with each network entity and the
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connections between them? What do we have
to learn to extract value from the application of
semantic technologies?

Some International
Experience to Date
Let us consider some recent observations relating to the diffusion of semantic technologies. An
international consortium (W3C) was established in
the late 1990s to identify appropriate standards and
practices, and presented their ideas in a hierarchical
scheme sometimes referred to as the “semantic
web stack”. Various standards for tagging and
linking data form the foundation layer, followed
by structured ways of interpreting this data that are
consistent with how people think and make sense
of the world. At the top level there are rules that are
concerned with verifying the validity of the data
for the intended purpose and building trust in its
quality and security. Collectively these elements
are referred to as Semantic Technologies. By the
mid 2000’s, these technologies were being used
in real-world applications by early adopters, and
those people and enterprises involved to date suggest that the use of such technologies will become
dominant within the next ten years.
A W3C Education and Outreach Special Interest Group (Pollock, 2001) has considered the
business case for adopting these technologies. In
broad terms, they see these technologies to be an
enabler that will “Empower, directly and indirectly,
new business capabilities; throttle back IT expenditures within medium and large businesses; and
transform the foundation of enterprise software,
and data interpretation in particular.” Drawing
on the expertise of about forty research, government and industry contributors, they examined
the benefits of semantic technologies in terms of
three selection criteria that commonly influence
new practice adoption decisions. These were –
identification of the lowest risk option, selection
for tactical fit (making a difference NOW), and
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choosing the right partner – where ties between
a customer and vendor matter.
Some risks associated with the adoption of
semantic technologies in 2008 were seen as:
•
•
•
•

Minimal large-vendor support for development tools
Expensive, hard-to-find skill sets to hire
Few proven reference implementations in
the public domain
The need for a very real paradigm shift
in modeling, design and declarative
programming

However, the Special Interest Group felt that
these considerations had to be balanced against
the risk of not beginning to engage with the new
technologies.
In terms of tactical fit, the Special Interest
Group argued that for “information-centric operations --- it is hard to beat the power of the Semantic
Web data specifications”. This is on the basis of
superior data flexibility, audit-ability and data
re-use. In particular, Semantic Web technologies
were expected to excel in the:
•
•
•
•

Specification of computationally sound
business information models
Specification of linking and relationship
(meta) data across physical data locations
Specification of dynamic structural logic
and rules that are part of the data realm
Specification of a federation approach for
geographically separate data records.

The Special Interest Group observed that enterprises commonly partnered with technology
providers they had successfully worked with in
the past, building on the social capital (e.g. connections, mutual understandings and trust) that had
been established. This was seen as reducing the
risks involved, but unless these trusted technology
providers are also innovative, the outcomes may
be disappointing.
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SME ADOPTION OF SEMANTIC
TECHNOLOGIES
The experience with semantic technologies described in the preceding section primarily related
to larger enterprises. In the following sections
we will draw on the operational experience of
the authors in dealing with both large and small
individual enterprises.

•

•

Some Barriers
We have observed that SMEs and in fact all businesses find it difficult to exploit the full power of
semantic technologies for the following reasons:
•

•

•

The mindset required to grasp and implement these technologies is very different
from the way traditional business operates
(i.e. It is not such a linear, incremental progression, but one that adapts to dynamic
change)
To fully exploit the new technologies, new
skills are required, which are generally not
held by existing employees. For instance,
if one was to implement an “automated
chat bot” to replace a livechat operator, the
existing livechat staff would not be able to
train and maintain: the “bot”. Instead, the
existing staff would have to be replaced by
and someone with a “blended multidisciplinary skill-set – this person would need
to blend natural language, sales process,
product knowledge and business process,
with some basic IT understanding. From
our observations, the best way of developing these sorts of people is to take clever
graduates and train them in house.
Businesses are generally not aware of
emerging technologies - they are used to
being served by technology vendors who
offer them a suite of offerings, generally in
the context of current paradigms.

•

•

•

There is (from our observations) faulty
thinking around new technologies, of “well
that’s all very well, but how does that make
me, or save me money”. The truth is that of
and by themselves, they don’t! However,
if they are used as the “glue” to stitch together a brand new business model, they
certainly can save or make money.
We observe most businesses have difficulty in grasping new business model concepts or in seeing their potential. Nor can
they accommodate the new employee skill
sets required to run them.
Introducing these new technologies cuts
across many established centres of power
and influence – they “threaten” the established positions of IT departments, marketing and sales professionals, analysts,
process engineers, etc Who wants to investigate a new technology which reduces the
significance of their role and potentially
makes their role obsolete??
Even when new technologies do not require radical change, but simply make a
task easier or more efficient, there is still
the linking of humans and data to successfully address. This has been seen in one
of our case studies: a small Sydney charity - a non profit organisation with about
5 employees. They email a database of
around 700+ members through Microsoft
Outlook. They have now been introduced
to an email marketing system, which will
cost them roughly $10/month and save
them hours of tedious labour. However,
they need to learn how to use it, how to
get their data in there, how to set it up,
etc. Unless someone who is good at both
people skills and IT is present, the change
will fail.
Further, individuals often don’t know what
to do with the potential opportunities the
technology presents. For instance, an
Australian not for profit organisation has
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1700 unique visitors to their website every
week, or roughly 80,000 unique visitors
per year. Drill down into the data, and they
have a “bounce” rate of 20%. What’s going
on there? They don’t know what people are
doing on their site, or why they are coming. As an organisation, they are starved
for funds. Better mining of their data, and
understanding their client base, would provide the blueprint for an ongoing membership/supporter drive, which could go a long
way to bringing in extra funds. However,
no one sees the potential – all they see is
the static number of 1700 unique visits per
week - “oh, isn’t that interesting, now let’s
move to the next item on the agenda...”
Because new technologies are evaluated
from the paradigm of the existing IT department, their benefits may be missed and
their adoption can be seen as potentially
risky. They are run through the traditional
“how will they be supported, what other
clients are they selling to, our department
is java focussed, so we only operate in an
J2EE environment and eliminate everything else” etc The problem with this is
that the new technologies don’t work in the
same way. Take, for example open source –
if you try to support open source in house,
it will generally be very costly, because the
chances of hiring someone with the specific knowledge are low, and the open source
software keeps evolving...a traditional employee will simply not keep up. Instead,
different models of support emerge. One
such proposed model is to have a general
IT person who can understand the fundamentals of different kinds of open source
software. Back them up with low cost annual support packages provided by open
source support companies, so that as soon
as something is out of their grasp, a guaranteed answer is simply four hours away.
The key ability then becomes not so much

the hard skills of coding, but rather the
ability to keep evolving and be able to find
solutions by communicating with others.
As an aside, we have observed that generation ‘Y’ programmers are really comfortable with this, but others seem to struggle.

Working with Immature Technologies
New technologies are often a little less efficient
than the existing technologies when they are first
launched so are dismissed as being inferior, or
trivial compared with highly developed applications. Take for example Webex (www.webex.
com) vs. Dim Dim (www.dimdim.com) communication tools. When evaluating a solution
for a larger enterprise, it became apparent that
people wanted to connect easily with others, and
were also very sensitive about budgets. The IT
department simply signed up with Webex, and
passed costs onto the cost centre managers. This
detracted from the usage, as the costs were very
high. The alternative is Dim Dim, a “disruptive
innovator” in the Webex space. Their enterprise
edition would provide an 80% saving when
compared to Webex, if implementing a company
wide web meeting solution. Dim Dim is also
more user-friendly in that no software download
is required, and scheduling meetings is very easy.
However, because Dim Dim used VOIP from each
person’s computer rather than the phone line, their
voice quality was not as good. BUT, as with any
emerging technology, the quality gets better and
better. A year later the sound quality was significantly improved. Also, additional features were
added, which were not available in Webex. The
question is, can an organisation tolerate the year
of lower but ever increasing quality? The payoff
is that everyone can suddenly use web meetings
at any time, without charge and without having
to “book” it in through the IT department. Also,
a huge saving of 80% is involved. Do you wait
until the quality tipping point is reached, and then
implement? These are very different models of
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Figure 1. An overview of critical success factors

evaluation, which some IT departments are not
familiar with, so they may simply dismiss them
and go with an existing well understood approach.

Identifying Critical Success Factors
Our earlier discussion regarding learning about
and utilizing new technologies based on the literature, plus observations from experience to date
is summarized in Figure 1 under three headings:
matters relating to learning, matters relating to
trust and risk, and matters relating to engagement.
Apart from the need to be able to understand
the jargon and concepts associated with semantic
technologies, we see the most significant success
factor as being able to work with new ideas and

data combined with an ability to imagine different
futures in a reflective learning environment (e.g.
Pollock, 2001). This may require external facilitation and the establishment of a team separated
from day-to-day activities.
Matters of trust relate to both the technology
and the people supporting it. Will the technology
perform as claimed? Can it actually be delivered
for use with minimal disruption? Is our data secure? (e.g. McGuinness et al, 2006)
When and how to engage are both important
considerations. For SMEs with limited resources,
choosing the right time to act is just as important as
choosing to act. When action is taken, who will be
involved, what will be the focus of the initiative,
and what resources will be needed? Expectations
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and the mental models of developers and users
need to be surfaced and the need for learning by
both parties accepted. Depending on the nature
of the data and how it is handled, regulators may
be involved, for example in relation to privacy
and intellectual property matters. Again, external facilitation may be needed to support SME
engagement.
Another important success factor is the alignment of the application to be developed with the
firm’s strategic needs. A suitable application may,
for example support an open innovation strategy.
Interpretation of customer data may give deeper
insight into their unmet needs (e.g. Silva, Soares
and Simoes, 2006). Operations and delivery
performance may be more accurately assessed
(e.g.Zdravkovic et al, 2009), and life-cycle support
may be improved by accumulating knowledge
about problems and solutions e.g. Christl et al,
2008). The point to be made here is that semantic
technologies facilitate other things happening, so
choose the area with the largest long-term impact
as the application focus.
The network(s) of resources used to deliver
value from the use of semantic technologies may
be within the firm or external to it. As semantic
technologies become transparently embedded in
web-based applications, they may be accessed
through the Internet or set up within a firm. Different combinations of actor networks and resource
networks may suit particular applications.

Working from the End
Customer Back
As stated earlier, using semantic technologies
involves a blend of philosophy, psychology, politics and technology. The promise of “semantics”
brings together natural language, discourse analysis, machine learning, and artificial intelligence.
And the “semantic wave” is building, at least in
terms of “hype”.
It is the authors’ view that a semantic approach
to technology application in human-oriented sys-
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tems is the most effective way in which to really
enable authentic conversations, to empower end
users, and to harness the power of information
and communications technologies to really enable
knowledge work In our experience, web-based
technologies increasingly occupy a foundational
position within an organisation’s information
and knowledge paradigm, and are central to both
its day-to-day activities as well as its ability to
communicate with key stakeholders. The sociotechnical environment is complex, fragile and
often ambiguous, and any changes that are made
may impact on entire organisation, not just the division or business unit that is specifically affected.
Our philosophy is to view any system within
the context of those who use it. All too often-new
technologies or “clever solutions” are implemented without this in mind, with a reliance
on training programmes, mandated practices
and reward programmes to generate buy-in and
encourage participation. Our preference is to
focus on individual work practices together with
realistic organisational outcomes in order to bring
together systems and processes that reflect how
people actually work, recognising that each and
every one of them undertakes different tasks,
has different needs, and works in a unique way,
which may differ from hour to hour and day to
day. Therefore we always deliberately take a
holistic view of how any such system, and the accompanying cultural and business processes, does
and could fit in with the customer environment.
This means that regardless of the specific project
that we might be engaged to undertake we will
always assess other ICT projects that are being
undertaken, both past and present, and try at all
times to see the complete picture of how people
need to use data, information and knowledge to
do their work. Our primary focus is on activity
networks and actor networks.
We have also observed that the introduction of
a new technology tool or system in an enterprise
resource network will not solve the majority of
problems in the medium or longer term. All organi-
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sations have a number of incumbent technologies
which have functioned perfectly well for many
years, and which, if they can be linked and given
a more “user friendly” face, could well continue
to serve the organisation well into the future. New
technologies are continually emerging which are
challenging the role of proprietary technologies
and “out of the box” solutions, and it is our intent
to always assess these technologies and match
them to a client organisation’s readiness to embrace them should that be deemed appropriate.
This perspective is necessarily long term, and,
through as wide a consultation as possible, we
suggest options to be considered covering the
short, medium and longer terms.

Strategies for Dealing with
Organizational and Cultural Aspects
The W3C Education and Outreach special interest group (Pollock, 2001) suggests four actions
to help diffuse semantic web concepts within
an organization. Firstly, “invest in training and
skills development now”. Secondly, “prototype
a solution and explore some new tools now”.
Thirdly, “probe your software vendors about
their semantic technology roadmap now”. And
fourthly, “compel your enterprise architects to
formulate a multi-year metadata strategy now”.
The authors suggest that current operations need
to be sustained while new approaches are being
developed, and have observed several different
approaches that integrate learning and change,
considering both people and technology factors:
1.

Develop a skunkworks group, with a sole
mission of finding better, faster, more
economical ways of doing things in the
organisation. Because this group is exploratory, it needs to be driven by “ideals and
zeal”, and made up of a mix of innovators,
implementers, and maintainers. The key is to
have this group close enough to the business
so they can see the issues at hand, but not

2.

too close, so that they become tainted with
“the existing ways.” The challenge for this
group is “re-entry” of the new developments
into the existing organisation...to arrive
at its findings; the group has necessarily
been through a journey of trial and error,
discovery and rediscovery. To simply “tell”
the organisation that this is the way to go,
without the organisation having been through
its own journey, can result in skepticism and
disbelief.
Develop a big vision, and then look at the
existing people in the organisation. Chances
are they cannot achieve the new vision, as
they do not have the necessary skills and
mindset. So, bring in new people, who are
hired specifically to achieve the vision. But,
the proviso to this is that it is done all at
once if wishing to bring about rapid change.
If bringing about slow and gradual change,
then bringing in “fresh” people is good, but
the risk is that these people cannot tolerate
the slowness of the rest of the organisation,
nor can they work with the ambiguity for an
extended period of time. Simply bringing
new people into the mix creates a “buzz”, but
doesn’t necessarily fundamentally change
anything. One example is an Australian B2B
supplier. After several years of declining
revenue and profits, a new GM was brought
in. He made his mission super clear from day
one – it’s about raising revenue and margin,
and cutting costs. Within the first three
months, all people who could potentially
roadblock it were either dismissed, or put in
new positions with a mandate to perform. The
web was an emerging technology, and a specialist marketer from outside the company
was brought in to “research” for one year
prior to commencing a build. The existing
IT group did a good job of telling the GM
why he couldn’t get what he wanted with the
web, and they were summarily outcast and
“encouraged to leave.” A debate was held
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3.

at MD level as to whether this non technical
GM could run the web development using an
external specialist company, or whether the
in house head office IT department got to run
it. The MD at the time was extremely wise,
and awarded the control to the GM, stating
that he had the most vested interest in the
project succeeding. Along with that control
came “enough rope” - at various stages small
wins needed to be achieved in order for the
project to get the full funding it required. The
full control with accountability and “enough
rope” became the guiding mantra for success – in the final stages of development,
an e-Business manager was appointed, with
the job of refining the development to meet
the market, get the user adoption, integrate
with the sales and marketing processes, etc
Any roadblocks/resistances which were
encountered, the GM “bulldozed” for him.
Essentially, an emerging business was being
built, with a whole new business model – it
wasn’t so much a case of integrating in to
the existing organisational structure as it
was demanding it in.
Put the whole thing outside of the organisation, and have the group “sell” hosted solutions back into the organisation. This way,
the IT department and business managers
are simply evaluating a product in much
the same way they would any other offering. The trouble with this approach is that
the evaluation framework often misses the
true benefit of the implementation, because
to truly realise its benefits a new business
model is required with new skill-sets of its
people.

OUR OWN RESEARCH
INTO “SEMANTICS”
In 2006 we began a research project, jointly funded
by Fuji Xerox Australia, RMIT University and the
Australian Government through and Australian
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Research Council (ARC) Linkage Grant, into the
impact of semantic technologies on the printing
and publishing industries. This research focused
on the impact these technologies were beginning
to have on organisations large and small, government, non-profit and commercial. Early findings
in 2008 revealed that there was a great deal of
research under way globally, that the technologies
themselves were evolving rapidly, and that there
were many small pockets emerging within a wide
range of organisations who understood the value
of utilising a semantic technology approach to the
management of data and information. This value
comes from the fact that semantic technologies
allows an unparalleled transparency in the analysis
of data from a disparate range of sources, and,
coupled with web access and mobile technologies,
this can be both dynamic and real-time.
At the International Metadata Forum held in
Sydney in 2008, the Metadata Seminar held in
Canberra in 2009, and the Semantic Technologies Conference held in San Jose in 2009, it was
abundantly clear that the need to “link data” was
increasing, and that a “semantic approach” to
data management was emerging beyond just the
research community. This is demonstrated by a
number of examples which include work being
undertaken by the CSIRO (http://www.csiro.au/
science/Information-engineering.html), the LIXI
project in Australia (http://www.lixi.org.au/),
Thompson Reuters’ “Calais” initiative (http://
www.opencalais.com/), and the declared intention
of both the US and UK governments to open up
their data (www.data.gov; http://www.number10.
gov.uk/Page19579). As of mid 2009 the launch
of both Wolfram Alpha (http://www.wolframalpha.com/) and Microsoft’s “Bing” search engine
(largely built on technologies developed from Fuji
Xerox Palo Alto Labs and Xerox PARC) brought
semantic search to the broader community and, as
the Harvard Business Review stated in February
2009, semantics is constituting a “quite revolution
that will radically change the way the internet
works” (Ilube 2009).
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Differing Approaches

Applications to Business

There seem to be two different approaches to the
concept of “semantics”. The conceptual nature of
the technologies themselves, and the difficulty
of clearly articulating the business value, has
meant that champions, such as Tim Berners-Lee,
have launched initiatives such as “Linked Data”
(http://www.ted.com/talks/tim_berners_lee_on_
the_next_web.html) in an effort to both make the
concept simpler, and to enlist support. The promise
of the “semantic web” can only be realised if data
is made available via the web, and for that data
to be linked.
The first approach is what we are terming the
“bottom up”. This is largely the work being done in
academic environments and research institutions,
and builds upon the basic components of semantic
technologies themselves, as defined by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C). These components,
entitled the “Semantic Web Stack” (Berners-Lee,
http://www.w3.org/2000/Talks/1206-xml2k-tbl/
slide10-0.html), provide a technical framework
upon which each of the elements is being built.
An alternative approach, which we are terming
the “top down”, is where there is a development
of a set of industry standards and terminologies, which are then cascaded down to provide a
framework within which the semantic approach
can be developed. This is what has been driving
initiatives in the financial industry, such as LIXI
(http://www.lixi.org.au/), much of the work within
the pharmaceuticals industries, and other industry
driven initiatives such as Thompson Reuters’ Open
Calais (www.opencalais.com).
Whilst both approaches have their advantages
and disadvantages our research suggests that the
“top down” is gaining more traction, particularly
in concert with the development of Web 2.0 technologies and social networking sites.

Social networking is almost by definition “semantic” because it operates through the linkage
of data and information through social connections. In fact, one easy way to understand the
concept of semantic technologies is through the
social networking approach, where the “friend of
a friend” network enables data and information to
be exchanged, enriched and utilised. In particular
some sites such as ensembli (http://ensembli.
com/), ning (http://www.ning.com/) and twine
(http://www.twine.com/) operate on “semantic”
principles, where individuals share their own
data and that of others, connected through common themes and interests. Therefore all of the
data gathered becomes information because it is
contextualised, and from a “trusted” source.
Above all social networks are about connecting people, and, with semantic technologies
underpinning these networks, new opportunities
to develop relationships within the “B2C” and
“B2C2B” worlds are fast becoming a reality.
This is also influencing the value network which
is no longer linear but more kaleidoscopic (Allee 2000; Zuboff and Maxmin 2002) and less
something based on the industrial age mentality
of manufacturing but rather being redefined by
the currency of knowledge.
For all businesses this is now a new world in
terms of how to engage, understand and provide
value to customers. Customers are increasingly
empowered with information, and this information is rapidly becoming more valuable as it is
contextualised into knowledge. For many years
the mantra was that “the customer is King”; with
the emerging technologies of the twenty first
century this is now a reality, which any business
ignores at its peril.
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Making a Compelling Business Case
So, what makes new technology in organisations work? We need to first identify or create a
significant need for change that can be supported
by semantic technologies. The extent to which
the technology delivers value to the enterprise
and its employees needs to be measured and
related to expectations of that technology. Measuring the impact of enabling technologies such
as semantics can be difficult as they facilitate
improved performance in other areas. One way
around this is to set demanding targets that cannot
be met by conventional means. For instance, an
Admin manager who is told to cut his costs by
50% within one year, will have to operate outside
the current paradigm to do so, and is forced to
create a new business model. On the other hand,
an Admin manager who is told to simply “take a
look” at a new technology, but is otherwise told
everything is going OK in the division, will not
make the same exertion.
In the Australian B2B supplier example mentioned earlier, the KPI was “reduce customer
service headcount by 70% within 12 months”.
Another KPI was double the size of sales territory a single person could cover, with 24 months.
The implication of not achieving this was that the
business would operate at a loss, compare with
making a significant profit.
In our earlier Sydney charity example where
additional sources of income were needed, there
is no such compelling measure to stimulate people
to think differently.
Some change-driven examples involving new
online marketing approaches, and advanced data
analytics techniques are provided by a Sydney consultant, who utilises sophisticated data analytics to
ramp up marketing returns. His core market is not
the large corporates one would expect – there are
too many politics, no clear compelling KPIs, and
instead he spends his time justifying his techniques
which are continuously brought into question.
The ready and willing market he has discovered
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is smaller organisations, with a leader who has a
KPI to achieve. Examples of such clients are: a
start up telecommunications company in the USA,
which needed to compete effectively against larger
firms, but with very small budget. User adoption
was the key. Advanced analytics tied directly into
achieving the bottom line of one client; a start
up NZ based home shopping company entering
Australia, and competing against an established
player. Another client was a charity whose donor
bequest that had supported it for approx 20 years
was coming to an end – a crisis would emerge if
the charity did not find other means of generating revenue.

WHAT THE NEW MARKETSPACE
LEADERS SAY
In this section, we present some practical examples
of semantic technology usage by SMEs. In doing this, in the context of the emergent nature of
these technologies, we have found it helpful to
make reference to the technological positioning
associated with an application as represented in
Figure 2.
Based on our research, and observations
within the Australian market-space, SME adoption
of semantics tends to be limited, and currently
sits within the level of “Syntactic interoperability”, we suggest for two reasons:
•

•

Building an initial taxonomy for an organisation is a time consuming task, requiring
a “librarian” type approach, which is a skill
not present within most SMEs; and
There is presently no clear business case
for an individual SME to move into the
level of structural or semantic interoperability. Whilst large organisations can derive process efficiencies, it is unlikely that
the variables within the SME business
model will achieve a positive ROI on such
an exercise.
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Figure 2. Technological positioning in a semantics
environment

need for the corporate and reseller to collaborate
each time a connectivity solution was required,
as each reseller will have a different CRM and
different ordering terminologies.
Another application the business wishes to
build will lead to exceptional process efficiencies, and a leading sales edge. This involves the
stitching together of two disparate applications:
•

•
None-the-less, SMEs can presently derive
exceptionally strong business benefits by focusing
on the level of syntactic interoperability. Following are real world examples.

Example 1: A Reseller of
Printing Equipment
This business has an arduous task of processing
orders, which it is contracted to make through
a corporate supplier. The current process is to
accept an order from a customer, enter it into
the company CRM, then log on to the corporate
portal, and re enter the order. The business is currently in negotiations with the corporate supplier,
to enable an XML feed to be sent from its CRM
directly into the portal, thus saving the time of
double entry and eliminating the possibility for
human data entry error. Although technically
feasible, the corporate has concerns...the field
mapping and business rules need to be carefully
constructed, which is a time consuming collaborative process. Further, if this were the start of
an emerging trend for supply chain connectivity
between large corporate and small reseller, would
not a more efficient approach be to publish to all
resellers a set of APIs. This would eliminate the

A commercially available “Smart device”
which can simply be plugged into a prospect’s network, and quickly extracts the
pertinent data associated with each printing device across the organisation
An analytics engine, which calculates
print volumes against associated leasing
information of each printing device, and
can produce clear recommendations as to
where newer printing devices will produce
cost savings for the organisation

Current implementation of this process involves a lengthy manual step between these two
applications. The data retrieved from the smart
device needs to be manually mapped and entered
into the analytics engine. An ontology approach,
with complete mappings in place, would potentially save up to 8 hours of analysis for a large
organisation, and enable a salesperson to produce
an “on the spot” savings indicator.

Example 2: A Quasi-Government
Organisation with Many Disparate
Customer Databases
This organisation is facing the reality of having up
to 20 disparate databases holding information on
its constituents. This currently makes it difficult
to gain an accurate view of a constituent, which
has negative flow on effects on outgoing communications, which have poor contextual relevance.
Also, in light of tightening Privacy Legislation,
the data collection and data maintenance tasks
will become near impossible to adhere to.
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The traditional approach to this issue would be
to amalgamate all data sources in a data warehouse.
However, semantic technologies operating within
the syntactic level offer a far simpler, faster and
more cost effective solution.
Firstly, all disparate databases are left in their
separate states, rather than being amalgamated.
Next, a “fuzzy matching” engine is built,
capable of extracting information from all databases on demand, and providing a user all likely
matches across all data sources, for each record
searched. This provides a single customer view,
and also enables a user to update any or all data
sources through the one interface.

Example 3: An Australian
Organics B2C Firm
A business providing home delivery of organic
fruit and vegetables to consumers has a vision of
enabling their customers to order exactly what
items they require, in the exact quantities they
require them. There are several key variables
which make this a challenging exercise – market pricing varies day-by-day, item availability
changes with season and with short term supply
fluctuations, items may be unavailable from one
market supplier yet simultaneously available from
another, and there are often minimum purchase
requirements of particular items. All of this information is kept by the different market suppliers
on different databases or spreadsheets, and much
of it changes on a daily basis.
The business has tried to tackle the problem
with a database holding per unit pricing and seasonal availability which can be updated manually.
It then enables customers to order online, displaying available stock. However, it does run into
problems with quick price fluctuations, minimum
order requirements from suppliers and unexpected
out of stocks, which require quick substitution
decisions on the part of the business.
A proposed solution is to build a web based
upload facility for suppliers to use on a daily
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basis. (NB – the ideal solution would be to use
APIs to access supplier data, but most suppliers
are not sufficiently enabled in their systems for
this). The uploaded information would then be
mapped using a predefined ontology. This would
then dynamically generate a web page for customer ordering, based on business rules, which
decide what products to display, and dynamically
adjust the display based on availability, optimal
profitability, and minimum supplier order targets
being reached.
This approach would not only enable the business to reach optimal efficiencies, it also provides
a readily scalable model which could be used in
locations across Australia.

Example 4: Online Survey Company
Online monitoring of media and social networking
sites can provide laser-focused opportunity for
SMEs. One such organisation appears to monitor
the web for mentions of its competitor “Survey
Monkey”. When a mention is made by an individual on a social networking site, a message is
sent advising of their alternative product. If “sentiment analysis” was to be added to the monitoring
process, messages could be automatically sent
according to context. To illustrate, a disgruntled
mention of Survey Monkey could produce a
message highlighting the “more reliable, service
oriented” competitor. Alternatively, a positive
mention could produce a message focusing on
“same features, lower cost, free trial offer”. When
the costs of traditional approaches to online and
offline marketing are considered, this emerging approach is most likely significantly less expensive,
and has the added benefit of targeting prospects
at the “right time” in their lifecycle.

Example 5: Automated Chat Bot
An Australian company has developed an “Automated chat bot” which utilises natural language
processing to enable fluid, human like livechat.
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Already in use by several large corporates, it is an
expensive solution which only a corporate budget
could accommodate. There is however, a simpler
version aimed at SMEs, with a pricing model of
free set up and 80 cents per chat.
This has strong potential to enable SMEs to
provide real time online answers to prospects and
existing customers, increasing customer satisfaction levels and simultaneously reducing their
cost of servicing clients. The set up interface has
been made extremely simple, so that no specialist technical or linguistic knowledge is required
by the SME.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The World-wide-web Consortium (W3C) suggests
research is being carried out on four intersecting
fronts: networking (e.g. semantic web, grid and
p2p), content (e.g. knowledge extraction, semantic enhancement, executable content, semantic
search), services (e.g. composite applications,
semantic web services), and cognition (e.g. semantic User Interface, knowledge computing,
intelligent agents.
There is a keen interest in ontologies as
frameworks for sense-making and the foundation standards that have been established (e.g.
Colomb, 2007). Other work is oriented towards
discourse analysis techniques (e.g. Buitelarr et al,
2005). Our current applications research looks at
applying semantics to the challenge of sustainability reporting. In the context of SME technology
uptake, we see opportunities for action research
projects using our critical success factors view
(Figure 1) as a framework.

CONCLUSION
We see that semantic technologies may enable
enhanced performance in a number of different
business functions: in innovation, in market en-

gagement, in operations/delivery and in product
life-cycle support.
Semantic technologies help provide meaning
and context to large amounts of information. The
general idea has been in use for a long time, as
illustrated in our parallels with a street directory
and the integrating utility of data-bus technologies. The current tool development initiatives have
been stimulated by a vision of their application
to the world-wide-web and the access it provides
to an unprecedented volume of data. The tools
- software standards and methodologies, are a
means of providing more explicit meaning to
data we can access. Capabilities for intelligent
search, retrieval, discovery of relevant information, question-answering, and autonomous action
are at various stages of the development cycle.
We observe that most SME applications are at the
earlier stages of this continuum.
We have identified three kinds of critical
success factor in the diffusion of semantic technologies:
•

•

•

The first is accepting the challenge of
imagining a “street directory” that may
help a particular enterprise find a way to
new, more competitive places or in envisaging the kind of “data-bus” that will help
us make better use of information we can
potentially access. This may require the
adoption of a different mind-set and reflective learning practices.
Semantic technologies are in the early stage
of maturity in the technology lifecycle and
rely on strong Internet and intranet connectivity. Trust in the technology may be
a concern. So the second success factor is
being able to find and access the expertise,
technology and resources to realize the
enterprise vision.
The third success factor is in stimulating
and implementing change to deliver benefits associated with our vision and associated with working in new ways. We have
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suggested that the targeted change be somewhat radical and measurable. Apart from
the first two challenges, it is our view that
this is a people problem rather than a specific technology problem. Advice from the
literature on organization change suggests
we should consider matters of motivation,
psychological and physical learning space,
the use of temporary support, and maintaining a focus on the desired future state
(e.g. Smid and Beckett, 2004). We should
also recognize that there will be phases
in implementing sustainable change, and
that different support arrangements will
be appropriate to each phase. In the context of making a paradigm shift, Dunphy,
Griffith and Benn (2003) suggest characteristic phases are: Rejection (of the whole
idea). Non-responsiveness (as a form of
resistance), Compliance (but not necessarily acceptance), Efficiency (acceptance of
short-term benefits), Strategic proactivity
(obtaining leverage from the technology),
and the Sustaining organization (where the
technology is transparently embedded)
We suggest that mapping the status quo in
terms of these three factors and comparing with
a desired future state will identify suitable transition pathways, and that implementation may
require a team to work in parallel with the current
organisation.
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